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Increasing attention has been paid recently to boron carbide (B4C) from a viewpoint
of plasma-facing materials in a fusion device. This paper reports structural change of B4C observed
in situ by EELS and TEM during hydrogen- and helium-ion bombardments at room temperature. The
B4C became amorphous by the ion bombardments. This amorphization process was presented as a
function of the shift of plasmon-loss peak energy and the change of core-loss profiles in addition to
electron diffraction patterns. Analysis of core-loss peaks for boron as well as for carbon in B4C during
amorphization process revealed the formation of
bonding between constituent carbon atoms
by the ion bombardments.
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1. Introduction

Boron carbide (B4C) has been used in conventional nuclear reactors as neutron absorber due to
the high cross section of B by the nuclear reaction of 1()B(n,
The B4C also attracts a lot of
attention for the use as the first-wall material in a fusion device because of its favorable nuclear
properties to suppress plasma impurities [1, 2]. From these viewpoints, many kinds of studies
have been carried out on the irradiation effects of neutron- [3, 4], hydrogen- [5], electron- [6], and
helium-ion irradiations [7] on this material. There are few data, however, with electron energyloss spectroscopy (EELS) on B4C, the information from which is expected to help us understand
the chemical aspect of the structural change of particle-bombarded B4C.
Previously, we have carried out EELS studies on ion-bombarded graphite and diamond [8-10],
in which EELS technique was found highly valid to study the change of chemical structure of the
ion-bombarded materials.
This paper reports the results of in situ EELS and TEM observations of B4C during hydrogenand helium-ion bombardments. The EELS profiles changed along with crystalline-to-amorphous
(C - A) transition of B4C during ion bombardments. The C - A transition with its chemical
aspect is discussed with respect to the changes of plasmon-loss peak and core-loss edge profiles.

03B1)7Li.
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images and selected-area electron diffraction patterns of B4C bombarbed with 16 keV H+2
ions; a) non-bombarbed, b) 1.2 x 1017 (H+)/cm2, c) 3.6 x 1017 (H+)/cm2, d) 1.6 x 1018 (H+)/cm2.
Fig.
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Fig.

2.
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Comparison of plasmon-loss peak profiles of B4C before and after hydrogen-ion bombardment.

Experimental

0.3 mm, supplied from Furuuti Chem. Co. Ltd., Tokyo)
mechanically thinned by a dimpling machine, then further
ion-etched by 2 keV Ar+ beam for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations. The
analytical electron microscope used in this study consisted of 400 keV TEM (JEOL-4000FX)
equipped with a parallel-EELS (GATAN-666) and two ion guns. TEM observations were concluded at 200 keV, while the resolution of the p-EELS was about 1 eV The B4C samples were
bombarded in situ in the electron microscope with 16 keV Hi ions at room temperature at a flux
of 2 x 1014 (H+) /cm2 s. For the experiments of hydrogen and helium double-ion bombardments,
12 keV He+ (flux: 1 x 1014 (He+)/cm2 s) ions and 16 keV H+2 (flux: 1 x 1014 (H+) 0/cm2 s) ions
were employed so that the penetration depth in B4C of both ion species was the same (average
82 nm). The total flux in the double-ion bombardment experiments was then 2 x 1014 ions/cm2 s,
the same as that of single ion bombardments of hydrogen. The ion beams were incident on the
target at an angle of 30 degrees from the perpendicular axis of the sample surface.

The

were

original B4C samples (10

x

10

x

cut out into 3 mm0 discs and

3. Results and Discussion

For TEM and EELS observations, a small area of the sample with good crystalinity and suitable thickness was selected, as shown in Figure la. B4C samples became amorphous when bombarded with hydrogen ions, and accordingly the Bragg spots in a selected-area electron diffraction
(SAED) pattern became diffused and finally changed to a halo pattern, as shown in the inserts in
Figure 1b to d. A change of the extinction contour lines in Figure 1 also indicates the amorphization process of the
In the case of hydrogen-ion bombardments, bubble formation was not obvious even after longtime bombardments as seen in Figure ld. On the other hand, TEM images of B4C bombarded

material.
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Change of plasmon-loss peak energy of B4C bombarded with 16 keV Hi

Change
He+ ions.
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with 16 keV

HI

and

simultaneously with HI and He+ ion showed small but observable bubbles, the phenomenon of
can be expected from reference data on helium-ion bombarded B4C [7]. In the case of
graphite [8, 11], bubbles are also more easily formed by helium-ion bombardments rather than
hydrogen-ion bombardments. It is reported [12] that a part of hydrogen atoms implanted in
highly-oriented pyrolytic graphite diffuse easily out of graphite by annealing, while the other part
of hydrogen atoms are deeply trapped (possibly by forming C - H bonding) and do not easily
released. Neither the deeply-trapped hydrogen nor the diffusing-out hydrogen atoms contribute
bubble formation because these atoms do not easily aggregate to form bubbles. This interprewhich

tation may hold true for ion-bombarded B4C. Helium atoms, on the other hand, do not form
chemical bond and more easily trapped in voids during diffusion ending to form bubbles.
During the C - A transition of B4C due to the hydrogen-ion bombardments, plasmon-loss
peak of an EELS profile shifted to lower energy side as shown in Figure 2. Generally, the decrease of plasmon-loss peak energy implies the decrease of free- or valence-electron density in
the material. In this case, the change of plasmon-loss peak energy is correspondent on the C - A
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Fig.

5.

-

Core-loss EELS

profile of virgin B4C sample a), and its 2nd differential probile b).

transition of B4C, as in the case of ion-bombarded graphite [8]. Figure 3 shows the relationship between hydrogen-ion fluence and plasmon-loss energy. It is clear that B4C started to become amorIn the case of simultaneous double-ion
phous with a threshold fluence of 2.5 x 10 17
bombardment of Hi and He+ ions, the decrease of the plasmon-loss peak energy started about
4 x 1016
as shown in Figure 4, earlier than the case of H2 single ion bombardments.
This discrepancy is reasonable considering the higher efficiency of helium ions than hydrogen ions
to displace boron/carbon atoms in B4C. Different ion flux may give different threshold fluence for
C - A transition, though we cannot argue unambiguously at present. It has been reported [11]
that the threshold fluence for C - A transition of graphite is a function of dpa (displacements
per atom) and sample temperature during ion bombardments. One can expect, then, that different ion flux will cause different sample temperature, giving different threshold fluence for C - A
transition of B4.
It is also interesting to pay attention to the change of core-loss peaks in EELS profiles. In the
core-loss profile of a virgin B4C, as in Figure 5a, B K and C K edge peaks are seen at about 200
and 290 eV, respectively. It is noteworthy that a shoulder at about 285 eV became observable

(H+)/cm2.

(H+)/cm2
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Fig.
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(H+)/cm2
after

profile of B4C bombarded
a), and its 2nd differential profile b).

Core-loss EELS

hydrogen bombardments

as

with 16 keV

shown in Figure

6a. This

HI

ions to the fluence of 9.6

x

1017

phenomenon was also observed for

B4C bombarded simultaneously with hydrogen- and helium-ions (Fig. 7), and is more obvious in
the second differential schemes of the core-loss profiles, as presented in Figure 6b and Figure 7b.
This peak at 285 eV corresponds to 7r* of C K edge. This 7r* peak generally indicates the existence
of sp2 bonding, i.e., C
C double bonding in the material. This 7r* peak have been observed
even for amorphous graphite transformed by ion-bombardments, not only for crystalline graphite,
indicating the existence of sp2 carbon atoms, or C C double bonding [8] in the amorphous
ion species and
carbon. Because the 7r* peak appeared both for B4C bombarded with single
with double
and He+) ion species, as seen in Figure 6 and Figure 7, it is reasonable to think
that the C
C double bonding has been produced by the displacements and rearrangement of
constituent carbon atoms.
The core-loss peak profiles for boron, on the other hand, showed little fundamental change
after ion bombardments. Then it is considered that the chemical state of boron atoms has been
maintained almost the same as before, although the orientation of B - B and B - C bonding has
become less ordered in amorphous B4C.
=

=

(H+2)
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=
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Fig.

7.

-

B4C bombarded simultaneously with 16 keV Hi
1017 (ions)/cm2 a), and its 2nd differential profile b).

Core-loss EELS profile of

to the total fluence of 7.2

x

and 12 keV

He+

ions

The amorphization processes of B4C and graphite [8], represented by the change of plasmonloss peak energies, are superimposed in Figure 8. This comparison suggests that B4C is more
resistant to amorphization by ion bombardments than graphite. By comparing double-ion
and He+) bombardments with single-ion
bombardments, the former case was more effective on the amorphization of B4C than the latter when the ion energies provided the same effective penetration depth. The plasmon-loss peak energy (25.2 eV) for virgin B4C is lower than
that (27.4 eV) of graphite, as seen in Figure 8, and much lower than that (35.6 eV) of diamond
[9], which indicates that the valence-electron density of B4C is lower than those of graphite and
diamond.
Although the final plasmon-loss peak energies of ion-bombarded B4C were not very reproducible, as they were dependent on the sample thickness and bombarding conditions, hydrogenion bombarded B4C ended in much lower plasmon-loss peak energy than the others. Generally
a - C : H
amorphous carbon) shows lower plasmon-loss peak energy than that
of amorphous graphite containing no hydrogen atoms. In addition to this tendency, a fact that
hydrogen atoms in B4C can be effectively expelled by helium-ion bombardments [13], seems to
explain the above discrepancy.

(Hi

(H+2)

(hydrogenerated
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Fig.
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8.

Change of plasmon-loss peak energy of graphite and
total-ion flux at room temperature.

-

same

B4C bombarded with Hi (and He+) ions at

4. Conclusion

process of B4C was observed in situ by EELS and TEM during hydrogen- and
helium-ion bombardments at room temperature. Bubble formation was hardly observed in B4C
bombarded with hydrogen ions, while small bubbles were observed when bombarbed simultaneously with hydrogen and helium ions. The plots of plasmon-loss peak energy vs. ion fluence
made it possible to understand quantitatively the amorphization process of B4C, and especially to
identify a threshold fluence for the C - A transition.

Amorphization

Analysis of core-loss profiles of ion-bombarded B4C indicated the formation of sp2 type bonding between constituent carbon atoms. The formation of the C C bonding was ascribed to the
displacements and rearrangements of carbon atoms in B4C due to ion bombardments.
Comparison of EELS profiles for B4C and for graphite suggested higher resistance of B4C than
graphite to amorphization induced by ion bombardments. It was also shown that helium ions were
more effective than hydrogen ions on the amorphization of B4C.
=
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